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In an ever-evolving landscape of threats, gain a robust defense against theft, fraud, 
counterfeit bills and unauthorized access with state-of-the-art technology as well 
as customized alerts through the cloud portal.

The Smart Safe Program is in partnership with American 
Security, the largest U.S. custom safe manufacturer of high-
security safes with an average of 2.1 years before an onsite call.

IS YOUR CASH SECURE?
UNLOCK PEACE OF MIND WITH OSS’ SMART SAFE PROGRAM

Advanced Threat Protection

WHAT MAKES SMART SAFES SO SMART?

Financial Accuracy
Eliminate discrepancies and errors in your financial records with automated cash 
handling with a reduced number of employees touching cash.

Seamless Integration
Easily incorporate into existing systems and operations for a hassle-free experience. 
Enhance your security without the headaches of a complicated setup.

With remote management, stay in control 24/7 with real-time monitoring that tracks 
cash flow and provides insight into peak operating hours to optimize staffing, inventory 
and other resources.

Get automated reporting for every transaction via email or the easy-to-use dashboard.

Superior Monitoring

Remote Management



OSS PROVIDES COMPREHENSIVE CASH MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTIONS TO ITS SMART SAFE CLIENTS, INCLUDING:

Discreet CIT Services 

Flexible Scheduling 

Operational Transparency

Industry-leading Cash-In-Transit (CIT) services featuring 
discreet cash pickup and transport to any Federal 
Reserve Bank location or other location specified by 
your financial institution.

Unique flexibility in scheduling machine cash fulfillment 
and end-to-end delivery of assets.

Show your customers you take their security seriously. 
Investing in our Smart Safe Program not only protects 
your assets but also builds trust with those who matter 
most—your clients.

OSS is an award-winning operation founded by a highly skilled 
and experienced team whose backgrounds are uniquely 
matched to the challenge of pioneering security-based risk 
management solutions for high-risk industries. We specialize 
in “full-spectrum” risk management solutions founded upon 
proven security protocols, practices and standards designed 
to anticipate and mitigate the widest scope of potential 
threats that could result in loss of any kind.

Contact us today to learn more about our Smart Safe Program.
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WHY OSS?


